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What's the point of it all?

Probability table (based on Markovian chains)

Situation Percentages

Point .500 510 520 530 .540 .550 560 570 .580 590 .600 650

GaRle 500 .525 .550 .575 .599 .623 647 670 .693 .714 .736 830

Set .500 .571 .640 .705 .763 .815 .859 895 .924 .947 .963 .996

Match .500 606 .705 .790 .859 910 .946 .969 984 .992 .996 1.000

(2 of 3 sets)
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Tennis pbyers, coaches, proFessionals and an

nouncers oFten tJlk about how a match

hinged on jusr a Few key points. Do you

know the percenrage of poinrs you win and lose

when you playa match'

In the 1995 French Open, Michael Chang

won an excnlciating semiFin:1] m:1tch against Sergi

Brugera. Chang was perFect in terms of sers won,

winning all three of the sets pbyed. His percenr

age slipped drastically, though, as he only won

55.56 percent of the g:1mes played (20 out of
36). ]n terms of points won, Clung c:1ptured only

51. 36 percenr of the poinrs played (1 13 out of
220). IFChang Iud won three Fewer poinrs, he

and Brugera would have won the same number.

As illustrated in this example, the probability

of winning a point, game, set and match are sub

stantially diFFerent. A player with a 25 TenGlp

has a better chance of winning a single point

From SterFi GraF or Pete Sampras than they do

of winning a match against them.

A better understJnding of the value of one

point can be gained by more closely examining

Markovian chains :1S they apply to the tennis

scoring system. My introduction to Markovian

chains came From Fellow USPTA proFessional

Alex Dorato in the early 1980s. He and his Fa

ther applied the studies of Fellow mathemati

cians on the theory of Markovian chains to the

probability of winning a tennis match.

Most tennis players have never heard of
Markovian chains and Fewer would understand

their derivation. The good news is that they

won't have to calculate their derivation as a

means of better understanding how to cope with

losing on the court. All they need to know is

that the theory determines prob:1bilities of win

ning an event based on the method of scoring.

By looking at the table below, we can begin

to see how just a couple of points can imp:1ct

the outcome of :1 match. As might be expected,

iF a player wins 50 percent of the points, he will

win 50 percent of the games, 50 percent of the

sets and 50 percenr of the matches (column I).
A player who C:1n win 55 percenr of the

points increases the prob:1bility of winning a

game to 62.3 percent. The probability of win

ning a set becomes 81.5 percent :1nd the prob

ability of winning the match is 91 percent. The

unique scoring system used in tennis allows a

player to win slightly more than halF the points,

but win the m.atch by a decisive score.

By reviewing the possible scenarios from this

table, it is easy to see that every point can theo

retically have a signiFicant impact on the match.

When players are closely matched, Ot have

Tencaps within 7 points of each other, the win

ning player will oFten win less than 55 percenr

of the poinrs played. This was particularly evi

dent in the previously mentioned Chang match.

An understanding of this is important to

tennis proFessionals in helping their students

establish productive practice sessions, develop

their mental games, improve their techniques

and strategy implementation and improve the

tracking of goals :1nd match play. By developing

a discipline in which you Focus on each point, it

will suddenly become very easy to pick up sev

eral poinrs a set - and these points can be

quite important. 11>0


